Quick start Guide Open Mode
EGYM offers two different operation modes: Circuit and Open. The following changes will be only visible to
users on EGYM Smart Strength machines switched to Open mode. This Quick start Guide will explain what
functionalities are available with Open Mode and what changes users will face when EGYM Smart Strength
machines are switched to Open Mode.
Training mode
The Open mode offers two different training
modes: Auto and Individual. The training modes
offer custom training experiences for different
experience levels of the members.
Each user must select a training mode once. The
selected training mode is valid for all machines
operating in Open Mode.
Overview of the two training modes:
Auto
➢ use of training programs (Basic and EGYM+
training programs)
➢ training settings specified by the selected
training program
➢ strength test after six training days
➢ live feedback: EGYM curve

Individual
➢ training configured by user (training method,
repetitions, and training weight)
➢ settings saved for each training method and
machine type
➢ live feedback: new bar visualization displayed
(see below section Live Feedback)
★ At the beginning: training methods regular and
negative
★ In summer: further training methods

After activating Open Mode, existing users will see
a recommendation for the training mode that
matches their previous use of EGYM Smart
Strength. The appropriate mode is highlighted
accordingly for selection
➢ Users with EGYM+ are recommended “Auto” to
continue using their training program
➢ Users without EGYM+ are recommended to
select “Individual” to keep the autonomy to
configure the training.
Via the menu button (left upper corner on the “start” screen) the training mode for all Smart Strength
machines in Open mode can be changed by the user.
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New user interface for “start” screen and training settings
The “start” screen has got a new design. All
relevant information, such as the selected training
method, repetitions, and training weight, is still
displayed there.
In addition, on the “start” screen, the last strength
test result incl. the date is displayed.
The new design can only be seen in the training
mode “Individual”. The update for the "start"
screen in the training mode “Auto” will follow in the
summer.

“start” screen in training mode “Individual”

The training settings have been given a new user
interface for all training modes. Please notice the
following rules:
➢ In “Auto” training program determines the
available training methods
★ Basic training program ⇒ only regular and
negative
★ EGYM+ training program ⇒ all methods
➢ In “Individual” EGYM+ status determines the
available methods
★ users without EGYM+ ⇒ regular and negative
★ users with EGYM+ ⇒ all methods

Training settings for EGYM+ users

Live Feedback
The EGYM curve or the corresponding visualizations are displayed in the training mode “Auto” for all training
methods. In training mode “Individual” the new bar interface is displayed during the workout.
➢ Weight bar must be moved over the entire
range of motion.
➢ In the middle moved weight within the set is
visible
➢ Green line marks with the target
➢ Training settings define the target
➢ More than the specified repetitions can be
performed
➢ Auto logout after no movement of the lever for
more than 10 seconds
➢ Available methods
★ In the beginning: regular and negative training
★ In the summer: other training methods
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Guest Mode / Quickstart
The Open Mode also offers the option of activating a guest mode. Guest mode offers a simple start for using
EGYM Smart Strength. The user can work out with EGYM Smart Strength without an account. By clicking on
the "Quickstart" button on the idle screen, the mode can be started.

Machine settings
For the machine setting, the user needs to select
the height. The selected body size determines the
range of motion and the position of the levers for
an optimal workout.
Optionally, the user can also set the machine
himself manually.

Training settings
The user can set the target repetitions and the
training weight. In addition, an optional strength
test is available to the user.
The user can only use the regular training method.

Start
The user sees the selected target repetitions and
training weight and can start the training by
clicking on “Start”.
In addition, the user sees the strength test result,
or an optional strength test is available to the user.
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Workout
The live feedback in guest mode is the bar
visualization (see above)
After the set, the user is able to work out further
sets. If the “New Set” button is not selected, the
workout will end and the user needs to set up the
machine again.

Comparison of guest mode and logged-in user experience on Smart Strength in Open mode:
Guest
➢ Setup of the machine via height
➢ Direct start to work out
➢ Only training method: regular
➢ Several sets can be worked out
➢ Optional strength test for determining the
training
➢ Strength test and workout results are not
saved

Logged-in user with EGYM ID
➢ One-time machine setup via Fitness Hub or
with a trainer
➢ Training programs in training mode “Auto”
➢ Personalized training in training mode
“Individual”
➢ All training methods available
➢ Several sets can be worked out
➢ Recurring
strength
tests
for
optimal
adjustment of the training weights
➢ Strength test and workout results are saved
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